Murder at
the Luau
Chapter Ten: Turning Point

up short when she saw Kitty sitting in the chair
facing Marcus. Kitty had turned around quickly
when she heard the girl’s breath catch, just quickly
enough to notice that her face had been alight with
compassion and concern but was now clouded with
confusion.
“I’m...sorry, Dr. Campbell,” she said softly,

Kitty had no idea how to do what Marcus
wanted.
She had a seed. A seed that only a handful of
people knew about. She had a hunch, which she had
diligently kept to herself. But she had no training,
and only the barest of on-the-job training, under traumatic circumstances, to give her the first idea of how
to catch a killer.
But she also had the very strong feeling that
Marcus was taking her at her word--and counting her

her eyes darting back and forth between Marcus and
Kitty. “I didn’t realize Mar...Dr. Kelekolio had a
guest, I didn’t see you sitting there, I mean.”
She stumbled a little over her words as her
hands fluttered nervously, shifting the papers she
was holding back and forth, resting them first on
one hip then on the other.
“Nothing to worry about, Lacy, come on in,”
Marcus said thickly, using a handkerchief to wipe
his face with no sign of embarrassment.
“I’m so sorry, I didn’t…”

word as a promise.
She sat across from him, seeing that he had
disappeared back inside himself. Her mind was racing, but she had no words. It was impossible to guess
what the next right thing to say might be, whether she
should comfort the grieving man or become practical
and problem-solve, or if it was just time to silently
walk back out the way she had come.
A soft “Oh!” behind her indicated that the way
out was blocked.
Lacy had appeared in the doorway, and pulled
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Kitty jumped in, saying, “Don’t mind me, I
was just leaving.”
Lacy seemed to relax, and handed the stack
of papers to Marcus.
“These are the quiz scores back from this
morning,” she told him.
Marcus smiled wanly. “Already? Thank
you, Lacy, I don’t know what I would do without
you.”
The girl’s eyes never left his face as she
continued, “And there are two more letters from the
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Pasifika Foundation?”

against the wood grain of the desktop.

Marcus grimaced. “I’m sure there are.”
There was a silent look that passed between

“Really?” Kitty asked. “I have to say, one of
my dreams was to be part of a think tank.”

the two of them as Lacy handed the opened envelopes
over.

Both the others looked at her, Marcus queryingly and Lacy with disdain.

“Pasifika Foundation?” Kitty asked. She

Kitty shrugged. “I just thought it sounded

knew she was being nosy, but honestly. They were

cool? I’m a little surprised you don’t want to join

being rude.

them, actually, Marcus.”

“I’ve been offered a position with a think tank,
actually,” Marcus said lightly.

Kelekolio looked down and touched the
edge of the envelope with his fingertips.

“Not just a think tank,” Lacy all but gushed.
“The foremost thinkers in the Pacific, discussing top-

“I would have liked to, yes,” he said, somewhat wistfully.

ics that relate directly to the people of the region as
they fit into today’s world, it’s a very exciting organi-

Lacy interrupted, “You were the best candidate, there was no question about that.”

zation.”

Marcus waved her down, and continued,

“And an honor to be invited,” Marcus said
with a tone that indicated Lacy should stop speaking.
“That’s flattering,” Kitty said delicately, un-

“But Angela has always been so invested here on
the island. So many charities and events, so many
people she wanted to help but hadn’t helped yet.”

sure why Marcus didn’t seem more enthusiastic about
an opportunity that clearly both of them considered

He stopped, and Kitty couldn’t tell if he was
thinking or if he was composing his thoughts.

prestigious.

She waited, and looked sideways at Lacy as

“It is,” Marcus acknowledged. “I’m afraid I
had to turn them down.”

she did so; the younger girl hadn’t taken her eyes off
Marcus, but her mouth seemed to be working to find

He stopped, looking down at the envelopes in

words that she couldn’t quite form.

his hand. He frowned slightly, seeming to weigh the
papers with consideration.

“I was resentful, I think,” Kitty heard Marcus say softly, and it surprised her.

Deliberately, he placed them under the blotter on his desk, the corners sticking out slightly, the

Eyebrows raised, she turned back to him and
repeated, “Resentful? Of Angela?”

creamy color of the watermarked paper popping
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He nodded, and took a deep, shuddering
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breath.

Suddenly, Marcus’ face went dark. Kitty
“I wanted to join, I was flattered and hon-

ored,” he said.

could watch as the muscles tensed under the skin,
his teeth clenching and his jawline becoming tight.

Suddenly, he looked at Kitty pleadingly, his
features raw with emotion.

He balled his right hand into a fist, squeezing the
fingers into a tight heart-shaped wad so hard that the

“I couldn’t move to…” He gestured with
disdain toward the corner of envelope peeking out

knuckles showed pearly white while the back of his
hand popped with veins.

from under the desk blotter. “Madison. Madison? I
couldn’t…”

Moving her eyes from his hand to his face
again, Kitty saw that the blood had drained from it,

His eyes held Kitty’s, a yearning for understanding in them.

and Marcus was breathing heavily. She watched
him close his eyes and take slow, measured breaths

“I don’t understand, though, Marcus,” Kitty

in.

told him, shaking her head softly, not without com-

Kitty had known Marcus a very long time.

passion but truly confused. “Why not? What’s so

After receiving her graduate degree, the two of them

bad about, you know, leaving paradise?”

had entered into a post-doctoral program togeth-

Her small joke fell flat, but as always, there

er through the Museum of Natural History at the

was truth in her humor. Kitty was sure there was

Smithsonian. They had each worked to pursue their

something bigger under the surface, something Mar-

research, but the pressure was intense.

cus had failed to share with her. Why was she just
now hearing about this?

Kitty had assumed, as most academics do,
that the competition to get accepted to a prestigious

Perhaps this was merely a function of grief.

program would be the big hoop through which she’d

The layers get peeled away by the pain, like a spir-

be forced to jump, and that once on the other side,

itual cheese grater, leaving frail humans exposed

there would collegiality, a sharing of ideas, an effort

to the outside world, incapable of disguising those

to make connections and share research that would

things that propel them forward, no longer able to

benefit everyone. She was not the first studious and

mask the feelings that bring about their own down-

well-meaning egghead to make that mistake.

fall. All is exposed when grief comes along, the

At her initial interview, Kitty had met with

great unifier, the heartless equalizer that fells every-

her future supervisors, the lab director, even the

one, no matter their stature.

collections managers. She’d had interview after
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interview and answered dozens of questions. Mid-

in-fighting. He made eye contact with Kitty at one

way through the day, thinking she was being offered a

point, raised his eyebrows, and gave a side-eye to

respite, she was sent to lunch with half a dozen of the

one particularly competitive and obnoxious fellow.

other post-docs. They sat outside on a spring after-

Kitty laughed, and the two had been close through-

noon, sharing hoagies provided by the department.

out their time there, working together when they

Kitty allowed herself to relax in the sunshine, open to

could, commiserating when circumstances called for

making new friends.

it.

Surrounding a concrete picnic table, Kitty

Marcus had always been open and shared

had been stunned to find herself grilled by the other

what he was thinking, and Kitty had considered

students. What was she going to study? How many

him, from that day, to be a trusted and trustworthy

grants had she won so far? How did she rank in her

friend. This caged emotion she was seeing now,

doctoral program? Where was it? How did that pro-

maybe it was grief and maybe it wasn’t, but it didn’t

gram rank nationally? Had the Smithsonian offered

seem like the Marcus she knew.

her a financial package? How much was that? Did

It seemed like a secret. It seemed like a

she expect tp publish right away? How many articles

locked door. And Kitty hated being in a room with

had she been author on, and were any of them with

a locked door she couldn’t open.

MacArthur recipients?

As these thoughts raced through her brain,

It bordered on bizarre. The questions were

Marcus punched his fist hard into the surface of his

all designed to establish a pecking order, to rank

desk, at the edge of the blotter, just above where the

the post-docs against one another, and Kitty could

envelope’s edge peeked out and winked at Kit-

tell that the rankings were brutally important to the

ty. The leather edge of the desk blotter was raised

researchers around the table. The way they tore into

above the surface of the desk, and as his knuckles

their sandwiches was merely symbolic of their level

hit it, they skidded across the leather and onto the

of competition with one another.

wood, and Kitty saw Marcus wince in pain and sur-

Marcus had been the sole exception. He had

prise. He lifted his hand and shook it, then held it

kept a serene expression on his face as the others

to his mouth. Kitty could see he had grazed the skin

asked their questions, responding only when directly

and three of his knuckles were raw and beginning to

addressed, and seemingly choosing to stay out of the

bleed.
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He had hit that desk very hard.

been invited or not. Maybe especially when she

Without laughter, Marcus took his hand back

hadn’t been invited.

out of his mouth and looked apologetically at Kitty.

A therapist would have a field day with her

“I’m sorry, it’s been...this week….”

lock picking. That might explain why she’d never

His voice trailed off.

seen a therapist. Why pay $135 an hour to have

Kitty stood looking at him, confused and

someone tell her what she already knew? That

mute. Lacy appeared to be holding her breath.
Abruptly, Marcus left the office. It was a
small space,

she didn’t trust others to be truthful, or to meet her
needs, so she barreled ahead and forced people to

predominated by the desk and hemmed give her what she wanted, like giving them a sledge-

in by the volumes that lined the walls. He was forced

hammer to the face--and that it often backfired?

to shoved somewhat rudely past the two women in

Because Kitty actually thought therapy

order to get to the door. Kitty, startled by his sudden

might work, but because she also wasn’t sure she

movement, felt herself fall back slightly toward the

wanted it to, she occasionally talked to herself as if

bookshelves. Lacy, on the other hand, seemed to

she’d been to counseling. What would a therapist

have sensed what was coming and shrank herself to

tell her to do in this situation, she wondered? What

the smallest possible version she could manage and

might actually get me what I want, in this case, an

just avoided being pushed aside as Marcus made his

explanation--without needing to pick the lock or use

way into the hall.

a baseball bat?

He gave no explanation.
There was a long moment of awkward silence

Her fingers itched at the idea of getting out
her lock-picking tools. Metaphorically, of course.

between Kitty and Lacy after Marcus left the room.

She waited. It was excruciating.

The air seemed to settle around them into stillness,

Lacy, for her part, was one shuffle-ball-

but the eddies of his departure were impossible to

change short of tap dancing next to Kitty. She

ignore.

seemed nervous as a cat after Marcus stormed out,
Kitty held herself still. Her instinct was to

start asking questions, to seek out information, to

shifting from one foot to another, straightening
books on the shelf to her right.

know the thing she did not know--this was her way of

“She wouldn’t let him go,” Lacy finally

moving through the world, after all, picking locks and blurted.
opening doors that were closed to her, whether she’d
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Kitty wasn’t prepared for that, either. She
hadn’t thought she’d get results just from keeping her

“But Angela wouldn’t let him take it?” Kitty
allowed a slightly harder emphasis on the word “let.”

mouth shut for five minutes.
Maybe she should consider giving therapy a
shot, after all.

Lacy’s face darkened--but not with anger, as
her tone might have suggested, but with what Kitty
took for sadness.

“You mean Angela?” she asked.

“No. She wouldn’t,” the girl told her.

Lacy nodded sharply. “She...she was a good

Kitty waited some more. Molasses, molasses.

woman, everyone loved her so much, but Mar...Dr.
Kelekolio really deserved that think tank position,

Lacy took a deep breath and seemed to be
considering something.

he’d earned it.”

“They had a huge fight,” she finally blurted.

Kitty waited some more. It was the emotional

This was news to Kitty. Everything she knew

equivalent of walking uphill through molasses, but

of the Kelekolio’s marriage was that it was happy,

she was giving it her best shot.

even devoted, not contentious.

“And so, then he gets the letter, you know?”
The words began to come from Lacy faster. “And

“He was so angry,” Lacy whispered. “He told
her she couldn’t stop him…”

he was really excited, I was with him when he got

Kitty waited some more.

the offer the first time, he was talking about what an

“I know that sounds bad, you know, be-

honor it was, and how he’d worked his whole career

cause…” Lacy was nearly in tears now.

to get an opportunity like that, and how it was going

“It...doesn’t sound good, no, “ Kitty admitted.

to change everything for him.”

Lacy reached over and grabbed Kitty’s arm

“Did he want to leave Maui?”

around the wrist. “He went along with it, you know,

Lacy shook her head, as if shooing away a fly.

he didn’t fight her on it, he just really wanted to go,

“No, of course not, but that’s where the offer is, and

right?”

they wanted him to split his time, spend a few weeks
a year here doing his research so he could bring it

Kitty looked into the girl’s eyes, then carefully
pried the fingers from around her wrist.

back to the think tank and share what he was learning.
It was an amazing offer.”

Lacy looked appalled, as if her hand had acted
on its own.

Her face looked as though she was describing
a Christmas puppy.

“Oh, Dr. Campbell! I’m so sorry. I just...I
didn’t tell anyone about the fight, I overheard them
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and I felt like…”
“Like you’d be ratting him out?” Kitty offered.
Lacy nodded miserably.
“He has been such an incredible mentor to me.
The idea that anyone would ever even think...or that
he might have…”
She stopped herself and gasped, her hand to
her mouth and eyes wide.
“Lacy,” Kitty asked, trying not to push too
hard but sensing that the tumblers might give way.
“Do you think he might have done this?”
Tears welled up in Lacy’s eyes as she looked
back and Kitty.
“Dr. Campbell,” she said softly, “do you?”
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